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REAGAN ADMINiSTRATION: PROBLEMS & OPPORTUNITIES
The Reagan Administration poses a large number of the Reagan Administration could, if it somehow wished

problems—and some opportunities—for FAS goals in to do so, achieve more in arms control than the Carter
both national security and @nergy security policy. Administration. The Senate, which increasingly votes

The problems are obvious and currently multiplying. on complicated treaties on tbe basis of some kind of
Not only will Carter political appointees sympathetic to trust in others, is unlikely to muster a two-thirds vote cm
arms controfi be dismissed, but a purge may occur of the basis of recommendations from z Biberakaoderate
career civil servants appointed by the Carter Ad- acbninistration. But it could be imagined supporting a
ministration. Even an insdtution such as the Arms Clm- treaty vouched for by a right-wing administration. This
trol and Disarmament Agency (AcYJA) is sometimes is not too far-fetched. The Reagan Administration has
discussed as expendable. ‘The Department of State, and paid lip service to arms control as all administrations
Defense, CIA, and ACDA may become controlled by must, and the polls show that the public is for SALT at
persons wbo see arms control as an opporttmity to least in principle. We have a precedent for right-wing
allege “violations” rather than as an opportunity to ad- tumabcmts in tbe Nixon Administration’s efforts to
vance national security. The ABM agreement is secure achievement of tbe ABM Treaty, the SALT I
threatened by desires to use ABM to defend missile agreement, and the Thr@shoM Test Ban ‘Treaty.
sites. The Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, near to On the other band, in this climate, the agreements,
achievement, may now fail to be secured. SALT M, especially the SALT agreements, will have to be simple
which has long been without tbe votes necessary for and understandable. Also any SALT agreements will
ratification, may be mishandled in such a way as to end have to show tangibl@ progrem over the SALT 11
comprehensive arms control agreements for a long time. fram@work. In this connection, we note the fact that
Above all, tbe high level emphasis upon linkage of proposals for such simple agreements do @xist, as with
world political events to arms control might, even in or- mmmd percentage reductions of tbe levels amf sublevels
dinary times, be an insurmountable obstacle to success. of SALT 11—an approach agreed unanimously by the
And these are not ordinary timer.. An invasion of Senate Foreign Relations Committee right before tbe
Poland, currently quite possible, may put SALT in cold Afghanistan irwasion. Holding to the main elements of
storage for z long time. SALT 11 but combining them with “real reductions”

Perhaps tbe only “opportunity” in arms control would be a natural and achievable goal of this ad-
associated with the eIection really resides in tbe fact that (Continued on page 2)

FAS PREPARES FOR REAGAN ADMINISTRATION
The FAS annuaI Council meeting, presided over by

Chairman Frank von Hippei, was held on December 14.
About 35 Council members, invited specialists, and
members.attended. Dkcussion centered around energy and

arms race issues that might arise in the next year. Speakers
at the meeting have contributed articles to this Report.
Thus, page 3 contains a legislative perspective on the up-
coming military issues by Dr. Ronald Tammen. F’erspec-
tives on the FAS energy agenda have been provided by
Deborah Bleviss (on pg. 4). FAS staffer, Philip Speser,
has been working against automobile import quotas; he

discusses this problem on page 6.
FAS has been expanding its staff in recent months. Page

8 describes the situation ~ith a rare group picture of the Chairman Frank von Hippel presides over Council Meeting
apparat. (See also page 7 bottom andpage 8 top)

PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD TO JEROME WIESNER—2
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Jerome B. Wiesner

PUBL%CSERWCE AWARD -i-cl
JEROME B. WIESNER

At the FAS amual meeting, Jerome Wiesnzr, former

Presidential Science Adviser to President Kennedy and
recent!jj retired president of MIT, received the FAS ?mnua[
public service award fcr ‘‘Sast and futtire 1e2dership. ”
Calling Wiesner the <‘playing c02ch of the arms control

team” in the formation of A.CDA, the ratification of the
Partial Test Ban Treaty, and the struggle to suppress the

AIM, the FAS citation conciuded:

“For 18 years, FAS hm sheltered in the endorsement
of Jerome Wiesner that it was ‘the conscience of the
scientific community.’ Now that conscience, which
his authority so long sustained, seeks to mobilize his
~wn conscience with the plea that he should do for us
again in the eighties what he did before in the sixties;
and it therefore calls upon Jerome B. Wiesner to put
aside any contemplated lesser tasks so as the better to
return to the aid of his embattled flock. ” E

Chairman: F.... VONH,,PEL

Vice Choirrtmn: 10.. HOLDREN

FAS

Secrelary: GF.ORGE A. SIL.VER

Tmnsurer: RO”ER1 M, SOLOW

Director: JEREMV J. STONI.

The Fcdcrmion of American Scientists is a unique, non-profit,

civic organization, licensed 1. lobby in the public interest, and

composed of 5 ,WO natural and social scientists and cmzineers who

are conccmed with problems of science and society. Democratic-

ally orza”ixd with m ckctcd Natimmf Council of 24 members,
?,%S was first orga”?~ed i“ 1945 as the Federation of Amrnic Scic”.

[ists and has f“nctio”ed as a conscience of the scientific comm.n-

,ty for more than a quart., ,e”tury.
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DEFENSE SPEND!NG IN THE
NEXT CONGRESS.

Ronald L. ‘ramim?n

‘Only the left can do what the left abhors and only the
right can do what the right abhors.’ Will the next Con-
gress’s actions follow this dictum or will the trend towcrd
ideological conservatism firmly shape national security
policies in the coming year?

The answer rests as much with institutional lethargy as
with new policies since sweeping changes often are soften-
ed or deflected with time, and the erosion of the

bureaucratic process. Nonetheless, several themes c2n now

be identified as being central to the program of the
Republican administration and the Republican controlled
United States Senate.

Cleariy a larger defense budget will be sent to Congress.
The size of any increase, however, is in question. Un-
doubtedly it will fall somewhere between the $260 biliion
five year increa~e~ recommended by tbe Committee on tbe

Present Danger and the 4 percent real growth budget of
President C&rter. A reasona~,e guess would put the

Reagan five year p!an at 6qo of GN?. The hidden hand
guiding budget totals is inflation. As one senior
Republican staff assistant told me “We are looking at 2
$200 billion budget for FY 82 just on the basis of inflation,
pay increases and underestimated defense program costs. ”

Pay and Benefits Uncontrol~able
A major uncontrollable cost of the military budget is

pay and benefits. ~Tbe recentiy passed Nunn-Warner
benefits package and the 11.7 percent pay increase will cost

$30 bilfion over tile next several years. If President Reagan
stands by his sttpport of the All VolurAeer Force, then the
new Chairman of the Senate Armed Services Cor,mittee,
Senator Tower, is expected to make military pay and its
corollary, retentiofi, an immediate Committee concern.

Closely linked to the military pay issue is readiness.
Spokesmen for both political parties have stressed the need
for improved readiness in recent months. The iow opera-

tional rates of the F-14 and F-f 5, the not-combat-ready
designation of 6 Army divisions, tbe manning problems
with the fleet have contributed to a general sense of unease

over combat capab,lhy response time. Defense biils under
the Republican regime can be expected to emphasize
operation and maintenance budgets to correct the
readines$ problem.

At this early stage of thinking, the defense budget is not
perceived as a zero sum instrument. A top Republican
Armed Services staffer states that “pay and readiness will
not be at the expense of modernization. ”

The potential list of accelerated weapons programs is

broad. The Congress can expect an enhanced shipbuilding
program including construction of two or three Trident

submtines per yeaG 3 or 4 SSN-688 attack submarines per
year; additional nuclear aircraft carriers; retrofitting addi-

tional Poseidon boats with the Trident I missile; and quick
development of the Trident 1! counter force missile. While
there has been talk of a 600 ship Navy goal, it is more likely
that new budgets will reflect some lower compromise
number—perhaps 550.

,.d’.

q.

Wmuld L. Tammen

Republican control of the Senate coupled ti,th the

previOUs disposition of the House of Representatives
makes it a!nmst certair. that a marine d penetrating bomber

wili be procured. Tine like!y candidate is the B-! with
?-h B. I ~eem~ tO be the prefer-s~lghtly modified fetatttres. . .e

red alternative among Republican defense experts with tbe

“stealth” bomber too far off and the Fid- 1I 1B relatively
less cost effective. Comiderati.on is being given to a pur-

chase of 100 B-is with delivery in the mid- 1980’s and a cost
of $11 bilIion in constant 1980 dollars. The B-1 variant
WOW carry 30 mdse missiles and be subsonic in flight. In
addti. on, the B-52 fleet couid be m.od,fied by hardening
against e:ect:cmagnetic pukes and a portion eq~ipped with

cruise missiles on an acmiemted basis for about $3.5
billion.

Other strategic initiatives exoected to materialize in

budget form are retrofitting of the MIRVed Minuteman
IH ixto Mifiuteman H silos and arming a !arger portion of
the Miniiteman fleet with the more accurate Mark 12A
M1l’v’ed warhead.

‘llne MX wiil come in for det2iled attention from Reagan
advisors during the transition period. Sce@icism abou? the
basing mode has caused the Congress to iirnh such funding
in ?il~ past year. In the running at this time is a va~;ey ver-
tical cluster deployment &nd/or substitution of the NIX
missile fo: Minuteman 111’s in existing silos. A further

(Continued on page 4)
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variation would involve using excess Minuteman 111’s in
the interim in the vertical multiple protective shelter con-

cept, which is to say in a shell-game deployment.
Warheads for the cmi?e missiles, B-1s, and an expanded

MX program would come from an upgraded plutonium
production schedule. Some efforts already have been made
to improve weapon materials production and a further ex-

pansion seems likely.
It appears entirely possible that the hiding of either

Minuteman missiles or MX missiles amidst empty hCIleS
will not, in the long run, be sufficient to protect the lana-
ba.sed missiles from attack. As a consequence, the ntw Ad-
ministration will likely consider, in due course, using anti-
ballistic missiles to defend the offensive missiles, The new

idea that purports to make this feasible is tic observation
that the defending forces will know in which silm their of-
fensive missiles are hiding and will, therefore, be obliged to
fire interceptors only when these garticuIar hoies are
threatened. As a consequence, the defense will need to de-
fend only some hoIes while the offense needs to fire at
them all.

Preferential Defense Requires Mobile Memeptors

However, this notion of ‘‘preferential” or ‘‘selective”

defense requires, as a corollary, that the defending ABM
interceptors be mobile so that they can be moved near to
the missile holes they will be defending. Unfortunately for
this notion, the ABM treaty prohibits mobile ABMs and,
in addition, it limits permitted ABMs to 100 interceptors

which are not enough, It is fo’r these reasons that the new
Administration may be forced to amend the ABM treaty, a
process fraught with possibilities for losing the treaty en-
tirely.

Concentration on restoring force levels will result in
larger annual buys of tactical aircraft. The immediately
higher budget costs will be seen as offset by lower “nit pro.
duction prices and economy of scale savings. The F-15,
F-1 5, F-f 6, A-10 and A-7 programs probably will be revis-
ed upward in the coming months,

“The nature of national defense is that it doesn’t
change—the problems remain the same. Tbe test is in tak-
ing a fresh look” states a leading professional staffer on

the Armed Services Committee. Shipbuilding plans on
paper soon run up against inadequate shipbuilding capaci-

ty. High unit costs in aircraft ultimately lead to smaller
program ~uys. The Office of Management and Budget will
curtail certain programs for budgetary reasons.
Technological setbacks and cost overruns will hold back
production schedules. The reality of “uncontrollable”

spending soon sinks home to the advocates of a balanced
budget, The military bureaucracies find ways to shape,
delay or advance their own distinct set of recommenda-
tions. All of these factors will bring to the front a renewed
interest in arms control, the least popular or well thought

out of the new Administration’s strategic policies. And
when that occurs it may well be that “only the right can do
what the right abhors. ” ❑

—Dr. Tam men is legislative assistant to Senator William
Proxmire (D., Wis.) and author of “MIRV and the Arms

Race. ”

ENERGY POLICY UNDER REAGAN—
WHERE WILL w m?

Deborah Bk?viss

One area that will be decisively affected by the change in
the Presidency will be energy, While it is unlikely that these
chmges will be as dramatic as Ronald Reagan tailed for in
his campaign rhetoric, the new Administration will surely
urge a policy distinctly different from the Carter Ad.
ministratioit. And it is Okely that the new Republican
Senate will back up many of these changes.

Simply stated, the new Administration believes i“ the
use of the free market to govern energy policy rather than
federal financial and regulatory programs. Michael

Ffalabouty, head of the Reagan transition team for the
Department of Energy, stated in the Energy Policy Task
Force Report commissioned by the President-elect that
‘‘the keystone of our energy policy must be the use of the
market system to decide who produces what, where and

for whom. ” With this philosophy, government funding
for commercialization of energy strategies is likely to be
cut back or even eliminated. Funding for research and
development will be continued, but with even greater bias
towards production over conservation than exists now. In
addition, major government regulatory programs and
policies are likely to be reduced or eliminated. FkmRy, the
current schedule for decontrol of oil prices is likely to be
adhered to closely while the deregulation of gas is expected
to be accelerated.

Elimination of Department of Energy?

Ronald Reagan also campaigned heavily against the
Department of Energy, calling for its elimination, Once

again, however, it is not likely that this pledge will be met.
Instead there will probably be a reorganization of the
department with many of its defense programs being
transferred to the Defense Department, tbe strategic
petroleum reserve transferred to the Interior Department,
and the data-gathering arm of the Energy Information Ad-
ministration transferred to the Commerce Department. In
addition, the Department may be reduced from its current
cabinet-level status to that of an independent federal agen-

cY, similar to that of its predecessor the Energy Research
and Development Administration (ERDA),

Other expected changes in energy policy include:
Removal of the federal government from the develop-

ment of syntheticfue/s—The Synthetic Fuels Corporation,
created by the Carter Administration, may very well have a
short lifetime. It will probably be allowed to continue dur-
ing the demonstration phase of its existence with the $20
billion aheady appropriated to it for loan guarantees, p“r.
chase guarantees, and loans. However, the second, com-
mercialization phase may never come to pass, and may in-
stead be replaced with a package of tax incentives.

Elimination of industrial fuel allocation regu[atio”s—

The Fuel Use Act of 1980 which directed utility and in-
dustrial conversion to coal is likely to come under fire.
Government regulations on type of fuel use may well be
lifted with energy prices instead serving as the major
regulators of fuel use,

Reexamination of emergency preparedness—A renewed
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Deborah BIeviss

drive will likely develop to fill the Strategic Petroleum
Reserve; external events, however, may limit this drive. in
addition, it is likely that the cumbersome energy emer-
gency response mechanisms now in place (see FAS PIR
November, 1980), which many suggest could never work,
will be reviewed.

Acceleration of the devdopment of nuclear power. At-
tempts will probably be made to assist the ailing nuclear in-
dustry in this country: with tax incentives; with nuclear
fast track legislation which would reduce the time to bring
nuclear plants on line; and with pressure on state

regulatory agencies to allow construction costs to be in-
cluded in the rate base. In addition it is likely that a nuclear
waste bill wili be passed which provides for away-from-
reactor storage and an early demonstration of geological

disposal. The Carter moratorium on reprocessing will also
probably be dropped. Finally, it is likely there will be a
federal push to develop breeder reactors with a significant

increase in research and development funding.

Reliance on market forces rather than government pro-
grams to encourage conservation. In this regard, ?&.
Halabout y has stated that “market pricing is the most ef-
fective way to bring about energy conservation throughout
our economic system. ” Whh thk approach, it is likely that
major federal regulatory programs, some of which have
already been tested and have proved successful, will be
threatened; these include automobile efficiency standards,

appliance efficiency standards, and the Residential Con-
servation Service, which requires utilities to offer energy
audits to their residential and commercial customers and to
arrange for financing and contracting of conservation
work. In addition, it is likely that funding for commercial
programs, such as the Low Income Weatherization Pro-

gram and the Solar Energy and Energy Conservation
Bank, as well as for research and development programs
will be reduced and, in some cases, eliminated.

Of course, in order for many of these policy changes to
occur, Mr. Reagan will require the support of Congress,
the membership of which has become more conservative.
Mr. Reagan is likely to get strong support for his energy
policies in the Senate where the chairmanship of the
Energy and Natural Resources Cormnitt& will turn over to

Jams McClure, a consendve from Idaho. Accordhg to
one staffer on the committee, although McClure is not that
far apart philosophically from tbe present leadership of
Senators Henry Jackson and Bennett Johnston, he is not
very sympathetic to conservation-oriented regulations in-
cluding automobile fuel efficiency standards. He may,
however, not be as successful in House-Senate conferences
as his predecessors; in the words of this same staffer, he is
not considered to be as “Machiavellian” as Jackson or

Johnston.
Less Reagan Support in The House

Mr. Reagan is expected to get less support for his energy
policies in the House of Representatives, which wilI still be
under Democratic control. The energy czar in that body
will be John Dingell of Michigan who will inherit the chair-
manship of the Commerce Committee; this committee was

reorganized last year to include most energy policy within
its jurisdiction. Other likely leaders in the House will be
Philip Sharp of Indiana and Richard Ottinger of New
York who will probably chair the two energy subcommit-
tees on the Commerce Committee: Mr. Sharp on fossil
fuels, and Mr. Ottinger on nuclear power, renewable

energy and conservation. All three of these men were prin-
cipal architects of energy legislation passed during the

Carter Administration, and are likely to resist quite strong-
ly any attempts to amend them or even repeal them. In ad-

dition, Mr. Ottinger has long been an advocate of direct
government encouragement of energy conservation and is
likely to use his influence to amend a Reagan free market
approach.

The coming four years then appear to be a mixed bless-
ing for those like FAS who wish to encourage the develop-
ment both of energy conservation and energy emergency

preparedness as an integral part of our energy policy. Con-
servation will be encouraged through decontrol of energy
prices and through an expected decline in direct govern-
ment subsidization of energy production, particularly syn-
thetic fuels. However, outright government encourage-
ment of conservation is unlikely to occur. And whether or
not mechanisms will be developed to improve tbe respon-
siveness of the country to an energy emergency remains to

be seen. E

REAGAN ON ENERGY
“We have been told that we have to turn the ther-
mostats down if you live up there where the snow is, or
up when you me down here (Louisiana) where there’s
heat—anyway be uncomfortable. You can’t drive as
much, or (told td) drive slower, or don’t dri~e at all.
And it is all because energy has been pumped out of the
ground to tbe place that we are now dependent on those
OPEC nations.

“The truth of tbe matter is we live in an energy-rich na-
tion. We’ve got more oil and natural gas yet to be found
than we have so far used. We sit on the greatest coal pile
of any nation in the world. And, we could go forward,
if the governcwm$ would let us, with nuclear power for
the next two decades.” Monroe, LA, April 1, 1980
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QUOTAS STIMULATE IMPORT SALES
By Philip Speser

Having failed to convince the Intermtionaf ‘hide Com-
mission that the Japanese are to blame for Detroit’s woes,
Ford and the UAW are appeaiing to Congress and the
President. House Joint Resolution 598 wotdd give the

President authority to negotiate import quotas on cars and
trucks through 1983. Detroit argues that it wilI not need
quotas after that, as by then it will have the industrial
capacity to meet U.S. small car demand. This position er-
roneously assumes that future customers will want to buy
American cars. In fact, freed from the incentive of com-
petition and without further increases in mandated fueI
economy standards, there is much reason to believe that
Detroit will produce the Edsel of the world car market.

The dramatic upswing in demand for small, increasingly
fuel efficient cars isnot likely to level off. It reflects fun-
damental changes in the U.S. auto market. Doubling gas
prices have made customers wary ofgas-guzzlers, andex-
perts predict price increases will continue. The Arzb oil
embargo, the Iranian Revolution, and the Iran-Iraq war
have taught Americans that gas availability cannot be

taken for granted. There is also the awareness that small
cars have better handling and are easier to park. These
traits are important now that most U.S. driving involves
short trips in congested urban areas. With one car for
every 1.2 ficensed drivers, 75-SO% of new car demand in-
volves replacement purchases. As a result, consumers can
wait until they can purchase the car they want.

Detroit Unprepared

Americans were forced to turn to imports because
Detroit was unprepared to handle this shift in consumer

demand. Since the end of World War N, the Klg Three
have made investment decisions on the assumption that
what sold yesterday could be sold today and tomorrow.
Since the largest profit margins were on big, over-powered,
option loaded cars, these became the mainstay of cor-
porate profitability. Toensure thesuccess ofthis strategy,
Detroit looked to the government to maintain cheap and
plentiful supplies of gas.

Despite recurring crises, bureaucratic inertia is preven-
ting Detroit from developing a post-1983 capacity which
will give the automakers the flexibility to meet@@-econ-
sumer demand. A study by the Futures Group for the
Department of Transportation reveals that our auto
oligopolies view Iobbying andengineering tinkering as the
most cost effective responses to demands for fuel
economy. They still have not Iearned to seriously consider
alternative future economic environments. Accordingly,
product planning is not seen as cost-effective.

The Big Three believe that the five seat, front wheel
drive, 27.5 mpg “worldcar” will bethekey to corporate
profits from now on. The president of theiVfotor Vehicle
Manufacturers Association of the United States said
recently, “The cars of 1985 will be I13L70 more fuel effi-

cient than the 1974 fleet as they meet the tough 27.5 mpg
fuel economy standard.” Tough? This year over 40Vo of
the Japanese models received EPA ratings exceeding 27.5

Philip Speser

mPg. (The ApriL ~980 COnSWWr R@POrfs fOund U.$.
small cars over-priced, fuel inefficient, and with poor
repair records when compared toull imports.) It imprecise-
ly because the car the Japanese sell today is the car Detroit
wants to seli tomorrow, that it is looking to the govern-
ment to prevent competitors from “prematurely”
saturating the market.

Quotas will only enable the Big Three to put off coming
to grips ti,th the current shakedown in the world autc in-

dustry until it is too late. Nissan (Datsun) Executive Vice-
President Ohkuma argues: “With keener competition in
the small car field in store for the 1980s, an automaker’s
chances of winning this international race hinge mainly cm
its capacity for technical development and innovation in

fuel economy. ” In Europe, VW is preparing an 83 mpg
diesel Rabbit for production. British Leyland has an-
nounced an 83 mpg gas-powered Metro Mini. While
Detroit fights mandated 34-40 standards for 1990, foreign

producers are forging ahead. By 1983, imports wili have
even greater competitive advantages over domestic cars
than today.

The Big Three are once more making investment deci-

sions on industrial capacity by betting that the U.S. oil
companies and government can provide sufficient quan-
tities of gas at low enough prices to make their 27.5 mpg
dream machine economically viable. This is a bad bet. CIA

Director Turner has testified, “an oil supply interruption
of a major magnitude is a virtual certainty at some time in
the next decade. ” Even if quotas temporarily prevent im-
ports from satisfying current demand, the next oil SUPPIY
interruption will force .fulure consumers again to turn to
imports,

—The author recently joined the FAS staff (seepage 8).
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THE CURRENT STATUS OF
Mm3 IMPORT QUOTAS

The drive for automobile import quotas refuses to die.

CM November 10, the International Trade Commission
held that import competition was not a major cause of the
Detroit Doldrttms. Instead, recession, high interest !ates,
and Detroit’s tendency to build gas guzzlers were to blame.
Unwil!ing to abide by :hat decision, Ford and the UAW
sought to circumvent the ITC through Congressional
legislation. It almost worked. First the House Ways and

Means Committee, then the whole House, approved gran-
ting mtthori?y for the President to negotiate such quotas.

The import quota drive was halted in the Senate due to op-
position by key Senators led by Adlai Stevenson (D., 111)
and John Chafee [R., Rhode Island).

FAS entered the debate after it became cIear that no one
was considering the long-term. impact of quotas on the pro-

duction of fuel efficient automobiles and American
dependence on foreign oil, FAS helped to build a coalition
which included imported car dea!ers and manufacturers,
free trade groups, lobbies, and consumer advocates.

Pressure for Quotas May Resurface
Although this coalition was successful in preventing im-

port quotas in December, the issue is by no means dead.

OMB Director-Designate Stockman fears that stagnant or
declining real GNP growth in the first two quarters of this
year will generate intense pressure for quotas. And Senator
Dan forth, (R., Missouri) the new C!tairman of the Senate
Finance Committee Subcommittee on Trade bas promised
hearings and legislation on the industries’ problems in the
near future.

Tbe political dynatiic of the issue indicates the serious
problems facing a well thought-out ‘‘re-industrialization”
program. A Department of Commerce source stated:
“Jobs are the reason anything gets done in the automotive
area. ” The pressure of approximately 300,000 unemployed

autoworkers made House members think twice before
voting against quotas, despite extensive evidence that

quotas would not bring back jobs. A Ways and Means
staff member stated that Congressmen who oppose quotas
were voting for them on the assumption that the idea
would not gain House approval. Some Senators supported
quotas on tbe assumption the President would veto or
never use the legislation. Such logic almost made H.J. Res.

598 law last session. It may produce import quotas this ses-
sion. .

Former Chairman Philip Morrison at A mud Meeting

Multifamily Conferees at work

MuLT!eiTY CONFERENCE ON

MULTIFAMILY HOUSING
OnDecember 4th, 5th, and 6th, F.AS convened represen-

tatives of eleven cities* in a three-day, in-depth conference,
on energy conservation in muhifamily and rental housing.
$htcb buildings face severe problems in this area because
neither the landlord nor the tenant has sufficient incentive,
alone, to insulate the dwellings. But the many dimensions
of the problem &lffer enormously in Tlfferent urban areas.

The conference was arranged, managed, and led by
FAS’S Deborah Bleviss, who has been working on this sub-
ject for several years. Funded as a subcontract of a DOE
contract with Hittman Associates, the conference appears
to have been eminently successful in all regards with par-

ticipants expressing considerable satisfaction at the infor-
mation exchanged and with the conference arrangements.
FAS is planning further activities in this area with a view to
resolving these issues and to bringing them into still better

focds.
A report on the conference will be available by February

1, 1981, and may be secured from FAS for the payment of

$1.00.

*The cities represented were Seattle, San Francisco, Phoenix,
Chicago, Detroit, New York, Boston, Cambridge, Minmapo! is-
St. Paul, Washington, D. C., and the cities in the Tennessee
Valley Authority service area.

Council Member A tibur Rosenfekl at A nnuol Meefing
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FAS Annual Meeting

Seated from left to right: Council Member Den is Hayes, Dr.
and Mrs. John Morse, Dm Robert and Margaret Wesley;
Council Member George Silver, former Chairman Jerome
Frank; Council Member Earl Cal[en.

1=11~ STAFF INCREASES AND EVOLVES
Jeremy J. Stone, Director since 1970 and a specialist in

arms control was joined by Michael Mann in August,
1976. Mr. Mann, a graduate of Hampshire College and a
specialist in arms control, played a major role in the defeat

From left to right, first row: Deborah Bleviss, Michael Mann,
Jeremv J. Stone, Jane .J+zY, Pbilio Sr?eser. Second row: Eleanor
Jense~, Christopher Pain;,” and .iaspt’r Lee.
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of the B-1 bomber proposal. Mr. Mann entered law school

in September, 1978, while continuing towork part-time for
FAS in various proportions. He currently represents the
‘‘ .2” in OW’6,2 member staff and, after one more term of
law school, will join the Enforcement Division of the

Securities and Exchange Conimission (SEC).
Deborah Bleviss joined FAS in October, 1979, as its

staff assistant for energy and was, at the recent annual
meeting, appointed “Associate Director. ” Sne had
previously been trained as a physicist and had worked at

the Princeton Center for Energy and Environmental
Studies and for Massachusetts Audubon. Her work in
energy conservation has been widely acclaimed (much FAS
time is spent fend~ng off efforts to lure her away tocom-
peting organizations).

Philip Spcser joined FASin November, 1980, to work
on matters of automotive conservation, in particular, and

such problems of technology and society as productiti,ty
and reindustrialization. Mr. Speser recently became a
member of the Washington, D.C. Bar and, besides hk law

degree, iscompleting his Ph.D. thesis in political science.
This newsletter contains a sample of bis work on page 6.

Christopher Paine will join FAS on January 12, to work

on the arms race, Aninvestigative reporter by profession,
he has become highly expert on the weapons acquisition
process. During tbe last year, heprepared abooklengtb
monograph on MX for the Council on Ecomxnic Priorities
and testified effectively against the MX before the House
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. Noone in the
public interest community knows more about the NH.
His article on tbe Triad appeared in the FAS December
PIR.

Jane Fay, Administrative Assistant, joined FASin Oc-
tober, 1979, andhasbeen aHthings toalIFAS (staff) per-

sons ever since. Eleanor Jensen, Membership Secretary,
who completes the FAS support staff, bandies the checks
and fists with extraord]nmy Migence. Jasper Lee, who

has lived3 doors away at 313 Massachusetts Avenue for
36 years, is the bailding custodian and watchman. Before
he retired, he worked for the Federal Insurance Co.
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